Domain Chandon Winery Planning & Retail Training – Napa California
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CADENCE

DISCOVER
In pursuit of meaningful work and creative expression, our evolution
has led to an understanding of the cadence or rhythm that runs
through, and connects, Business, Professional, and Personal
creativity. It is within our own experience, and with these thoughts in
mind that Cadence Creative Expression Co. has evolved out of
almost 30 years of creative projects and interactions in the USA,
Africa, Asia, and Europe.
As a catalyst, Cadence CXC aligns business advisory, professional
coaching and personal mentoring, to liberate creative assets and
leverage capabilities. We provide an innovative platform for
discovering the possibilities you imagine and crave as individuals,
teams, and owners. We work with you to create extraordinary
stories, environments, and experiences that you will share as your
own. We support your true creative expression, personally and in
business by keeping your brand promise, making your message
clearer and your purpose more succinct for customers and fans
alike. We never settle for second best, and always have your
satisfaction as our top priority. It's who we are, it is how we express
ourselves, and we are proud of it.
We evoke the pursuit and liberation of creative expression
for companies, groups and individuals - IT'S THAT SIMPLE!
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Extraordinary creativity is a limitless journey to experience
The elements of creativity are used
by those who desire to shift
paradigms, and who aspire to
transition into masters of their craft or
experts in their field. What tools do
you use?
We Are - Creatives
We love what we do, and it shows in
the longevity of our relationships with
clients and the projects we maintain.
With more than 30 years of
experience in the creative
development business, we have
defined and know our business like
the backs of our hands. There's no
challenge too big or too small, and
we dedicate our utmost energy to
every project we take on as
Coaches, Mentors or Advisors.

Personal Essence Retreat & Team Building – Sedona Arizona
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CADENCE
Evoke

DNA

Provoke

Now

Living Your Element

Invoke

Transition

P.A.I.N

Essence Epiphany Element
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Perseverance
Aspiration
Innovation
Nurturing

Leap

There is something natural, basic, and
elementary represented by charcoal as
a primitive creative tool. Perhaps
creativity started when one of our
ancestors first pulled a lump of
charcoal from the communal fire pit
and used it to draw on a cave wall.
They triggered an inspiration that has
permeated through time. Our aim is to
reveal new methods of distilling
creative expression into ideas
that Evoke Essence, Provoke Epiphany,
and Invoke Element, to define a
balance between reason and
passion. It is the DNA of your Journey.

Strategies & Plans - Collaborators
Every customer's creative
expression is unique by definition.
That's why we customize every one
of our plans and leverage our
unique tools to reveal your
particular vision. Is it your dream to
write a book, or a strategy to vet a
brand concept, or perhaps a
comprehensive effort to design
and create a destination business
roll out? We'll sit down with you, we
will listen to your vision, and work
with you to reveal the essence of
your objectives and take the steps
necessary to build a customized
roadmap and ultimately an
implementation plan to achieve
your objective.
Creative Planning Session – Sparkleberry Farm Aiken South Carolina
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Sample “Product” Based Business

Creativity is thinking outside the box –
Innovation is creativity that adds value
Humans, with our unique ability to imagine crave expression and
innovation envision and share our discoveries and expertise with
those who can adopt our creations into their lives and businesses.
We seek the place where we can express our creativity fully and
reap the return on the investment made. A state of possibilities
exists to which we can aspire, as organizations, professionals, or
individuals. At Cadence, our intent is to provide you with tested
tools, methods, and programs that allow you to reach the full
potential of that creative expression.
In the cadence of life, between reason and passion, there is an
essential flow or rhythm when something is creatively expressed or
experienced.

Imagine - Crave - Create - Share - Adopt

Interior Reality - Client
Exterior Perception - CCXC
PAIN Points - Opportunities
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Innovation happens when people are empowered to
ask questions, access resources for Total Asset
Performance and share in implementing their creations.
We all know what it feels like to be imbalanced,
personally or professionally. Creating equilibrium, a state
in which opposing forces or influences are balanced is
essential when adjusting and aligning external forces
and opportunities that constantly change around us.
Revealing our essence is about being in our true
creative expression. An epiphany is what starts the
journey from individual creative, writer, artist, designer or
successful executive and a revealing of vulnerability or
capability - is often a leap of faith and commitment.
Living fully in our element is a transformation into a
prolific creative, a professional thought leader, or
desired business, that can be daunting without
structure.
True creativity, is the ability to connect the seemingly
unconnected with a simplicity that works in complex
situation

Essence - Epiphany - Element
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Various Creative Projects Nationally and Internationally

CADENCE
CREATIVE
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CADENCE

CREATIVE

Mentor - "Someone whose hindsight can become
your foresight"

In defining our own true creative expression and through experience we
have learned that the living organism of a creative endeavor or business
requires a multi-faceted approach if it is to be successful. We use our
proprietary relationships and dynamic tools to define a desired outcome.
Together we craft a unique roadmap by connecting, Message Purpose,
People and Place to define a desired Return, so that you can fulfill the
promises made by your personal, professional or business brand platform.
Content created by our spirited team of professionals is used
to evoke creative expression through the use of learning tools as advisors,
coaches and mentors. We have divided our capabilities into two specific
areas: Urban for our structured creative development, and Rural for our
more rustic pursuits based around our South Carolina farm and partner
retreat venues worldwide. We invite you to explore the tools and programs
we have developed in our own personal growth and with partners and
clients. (All offerings available nationally and internationally)
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Ideas brought to life: Get to know us better by taking a
look at some of our creative business projects. Our work
with personal and professional clients is best conveyed by
their testimonials. References available upon request

Over the years we have blended the creative strategy of owners with the
expectations of consumers to create branded guest experience
environments for craft beverage destination clients such as, Merryvale and
Starmont Wines, Comstock Wines, Miner Brewing, West Distillery, Martin Ray
Winery, Prairie Berry Winery, Elevation Ten, Martinelli Winery, Cakebread
Cellars, Windsor Oaks Winery and Vineyards, William Hill, Jordan Winery,
Icon Estates Properties, Seghesio Winery, La Crema Winery, Rodney Strong
Winery, Domain Carneros, Domain Chandon, Hartwell Vineyards, Charles
Krug Winery, Notre Vue Estate, and Sonoma Cutrer Winery.
We have also developed brand centric commercial, retail and banking
projects for clients, Community First Credit Union, Local Greens, Soviet
Jeans, Catherine Moore, Hosakowa Engineering, McKesson, HP,
Multichoice, DSTV Africa, Addison Avenue CU, Yolo Community Bank,
Exchange Bank, First American CU, Redwood CU among others and we
have developed national franchise plans and roll out for Powell’s Sweet
Shoppe USA, Moyo’s Yogurt Lounges, Healdsburg General Store, Pages
Books, and Moxie’s Toppings.
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For individual development we have facilitated ongoing private coaching
sessions and participated in collaboration with Wellness & Writing to
execute retreats in California, Sedona and Italy, we have been keynote
speakers at multiple national conferences as experts in direct to consumer
planning and design. We are currently engaged with several Non-Profit
organizations such as the SPCA, Therapeutic Riding, and Arts Councils for
the development of their vision and implementation of key projects.

We evoke the pursuit and liberation of
creative expression for companies,
groups and individuals IT'S THAT SIMPLE!
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“Gary is an overseer of nerve-wracking transitions and a canny scout skilled at tracking down scarce resources. He
can help you acquire the information and enhancements you can’t quite get to by yourself. When conditions are
murky or perplexing, Gary is enterprising and inventive."
Elizabeth Slater - In Short Direct Marketing
"Gary has proven to be a man of his word, keeping us focused on the goals, but can also respond to change quickly
and creatively. He has helped us develop our business by presenting options (especially when we were stuck) and
techniques for getting to the one that would ultimately work best for the whole company. A truly valuable mentor
and advisor."
Faye Mitchell - Business Manager of Local Greens, Inc.
"Gary facilitated sessions where he guided us in revealing our essence. These statements capture the essence of who
we are. He guided us through the process with compassion, patience, and quiet wisdom. He made sure everyone
succeeded and for that I am grateful. Today I live by my statement and if I deviate from it I know I am off my true
path. Thanks for the gift Gary.”
Kent Watson. - Shamanic Scientist
“It was surprising to me how, through Gary’s process, I was able to delve deeper into the state of my heart and find a
clarity I hadn’t been able to access before. Selecting just the right combination of words resonated in an intense
way. I had a vague sense of where I was and what my goals were, Gary’s process helped draw out a specific
direction which carried with it a powerful momentum.”
Teresa E. Olson - Writer
"Gary is a visionary and charismatic leader with the ability to motivate and inspire a team to meet and exceed
challenging goals. Gary's creativity is matched by his thoroughness, tenacity and attention to detail which allows him
to follow through on complex and multi-dimensional projects."
John Calmeyer - Beverage Industry Executive
Gary has extensive business insight, is an accomplished problem solver and produces reliable results for his clients. He
is detail-oriented without losing sight of the strategic objective, trustworthy with a professional work ethic second to
none. Gary has been instrumental in taking our winery to the next level. We're excited to continue and expand our
relationship with Gary on future endeavors.
Sandi Vojta – Owner and Director of Winemaking and Head Brewer at Prairie Berry Winery South Dakota
"Gary and his team can take you to creative places in your own mind... if you allow him. his knowledge is multidimensional and encompasses many aspects of business. One would be foolish to keep him in just one dimension."
Matt Riveras - Business and Leadership Consultant
Contact information available upon request
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THANK

REVEAL
YOUR
ESSENCE
WITH US

YOU!

Martin Ray Winery Sonoma California
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